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lntroduction

l{umerous studies about pupils' or sfudents' ideas ßη physics have been
published ßη the last fifteen years. One of the main feafures of such research
is ω be oontent-specific: starting from the idea that learners acÜvely build
Üιeir knoιvledge from 'ιyhere they are', and ινßýι 'what they have', it is
Ircessary to Κηοιτ as much as possible οη ýlese 'τvhere' and 'ινhαt' about
Üyerse topics ßη science , especially about those that are usually aught at

=--hool. Different terms were used to designate ι,vhat ιναs documenΕd ßη this
pιart of learners' knoιvledge (Driver e.a., Ι985; ρ.8). From the beginning,
,r,e used ßη our laboratory Üιe word 'reasoning'. Soon, the adjectives
'φοηtαηεουs' or 'natural' rvere simply replaced by 'common', ιve shall see
*tιl,beloιv.

This paper draws οη fundamentally content-dependent studies, ßη the sense
þαt αΙΙ ýιe analysed resulω concern al§\ryers and argumenω about physics.
S:me of these studies have been deliberaEly focused οη transversal aspects
of common reasoning, i.e. οη aspecΒ that òαη be observed about very
diftbrent domains of physics. Some others have been designed to document
]Ýarners' ideas about very specific content, but have given resulk that appear
ιò similar from one study to anoÜιer, if ιτe read them afterιvards ιτßτh òeτταßη
'glaSSeS'.

The goal here is to illustrate some of these tranversal aspects, ßη αη
τganised presentaÜon, and ινßth α stress οη ιηΖhαt seems ýιe most imporθnt,
i,e οη ιη/αγs of reasoning used by many persom about many topics. Yet, not
eι-en-ιhing is said here, of course, nor is the frame used for this paper
pre-nted as α theory of common thinking, ßη which everything else should
fr.oJ ßκ plaoe.

\ot much is said about Üιe meýodology of ýιe quoted sfudies. Iη order to
r*d α possible oral discussion οη this point, semi-detailed examples are given
:π apμndix. Iη each of Üιe proposed 'sheeω', the reader can find outlines of
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Common reasoning patterns

results and instances of quesýol§ or investigation maΕrials used ßη the
research.

2. Thinkingwith'objects'

Α first trend appears as very general ßη common arguments, from one topic
to anoÜιer: when analysing physical phenomena, people like ω put into ρΙαγ
'objects'. Besides real objecω, they ascribe α realistic character tο physical
concept§ or models. They build their reasoning οη tlιese 'objects' as if they
ιryere material. ºhere are diverse a§pec§ ßη ýιis trend:

"Grasping α thing-
- Α signal propagating οη α rope is seen as α material object: for instance,

it is said that it goes faster if ýιe initial shake is §ronger, or ßκ length is
unaffecωd by α change ßη þe rope Üιickness (Maurines, |992).

- Αη optical image seems to be understood as travelling ßη φαòε as α
whole: it is said that it can be seen οη α screen ινßthουt αη ορýòαΙ device
betιryeen the souroe and this §creen, or that α coin οη α lens ινßΙΙ make α

hole ßη ýιe image previously visible οη α screen (Goldberg and Mac
Dermott, 1987; Feher and Rice, 1987; FαιναΖ, 1985; Kaminski, Ι989).

- Α tajectory is seen as α thing ßη itself, irresφctive of α reference frame:
α straight line ιγßΙΙ remain α straight line ßη αηγ frame of reference. The
§τmε can be said of 'α vertical trajectory' (there are oÜιer factors to keep
the trajectory vertical: Saltiel and Malgrange, Ι980). Travelled distance,
α reference-dependent quantity, is also manipulated as αη intrinsic
quantity, zuch as the length of α stick .

- Α ray of light can be seen as αη object, it cannot be divided (refraction
and reflecýon are mufually exclusive)(see for α revieιry: Perales e.a.,
ι989).

- Microscopio particles are seen as macroscopic objeck, and endoιryed ιryith

corresponding properties. Particles would sιτεΙΙ, shrink, melt, etc, to
account for dilatation, contraction, melÜng of solids (Driver e.a., 1985;
and the 'macro-micro' conference ßη Utrecht, 1989)

Αηßmßsιη
It has been frequently noted þat α certain amount of animism ιταs observed
ßη common argumenκ, especially, but not οηΙγ, ßη children and adolescents:
the air 'ιγαηt§ ω', 'molecules need room', 'ýιe mass is stronger Üιan þe
spring', etc. Then not οηΙγ things are considered as real objects, but they are
seen, to α certain extent, as living objeck.
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Abolute properties ascribed to objects
Driver and αΙ (ibid., ρ. 19α) describe, under Üιe heading ºimited focus', 'the
propensity of children to interpret phenomena ßη terms of absolute properýes
or qualities ascribed to objects rather than ßη terms of interacÜons betιryeen

elements of α system'. Among the quoΕd examples, iron ιτουΙd be'naturally
cold', or the fact ýιat 'α subsθnce burns or not' ιτουΙd be 'solely α property
of the subsance ikelf . This asφct of common reasoning meeΒ ινßÜι what
ιι/ßΙΙ be said belou, concerning 'functional reduction'.

'Supplies of...' ascribed to objects
I,iot frankly animistic, but ßη fact not very far, is the observed tendency
ω..,yard ascrisbing α 'supply of someýιing' to moving Üιings, ßη order ßο
explain their motion. Bpecially ιvorth noýng is the folloιving type of
sτatements: the upιvard force of the mass (Viennot, 19º9), 'the force stored
ßη the bump' (Maurines, 199Ι, see also about sound: 1993). Suφrisingly
enough, this very important aspect of common reasoning, for example ßη
elementary dynamics, has not much retained ýιe attenýon of the researchers
community. It seems ßη fact quite decisive ßη Üιe ιναγ students analyse
sitιntions ßη mechanics. This trend, indeed, blurs ýιe question of ιryhat α force
is acting οη, and therefore favours αη undifferentiation betιryeen Neιvton's
second and third laιvs: interactions are seen as òοηflßòω betιryeen objecω of
ι*hßòh the stronger wins, ινhßòh leads to ýιe ιvriÜng of equations betιryeen

balancing forces which are not acýng οη the same objects.
Ιη the domain of elementary dynamics as ινεΙΙ as concerning propagating

signals, this feafure of reasoning goes with Üιε idea of 'using υρ' of the
supply - at the ωρ of the trajectoψ, at some distance along ýe rope -
(Viennot, Ι979; Maurines, 199Ι). The physical nafure of ýιe 'supply' is
discussed beloιv, but ßη αηγ case, ascribing it to α moving object fills α need
for α cause: the cause is stored ßη the object, α nearly animistic view, as
suggested above. Links betιryeen realism ßη thought and difficulties ßη dealing
ιvith algebraic quantities are very strong: Üιey are discussed ßη Viennot
(ι98ι).

Functional reduction: several converging modalities

Βγ 'functional reducÜon', \ι/ε mean that not enough variables have been taken
into account for the problem considered. Reasoning ινßÜι οηΙγ one variable
at α time is α ιτεΙΙ-Κηοινη tendency (Piaget, Ι972, concerning ýιe relationship
L:VT), and the first reason for this trend is obviously α need for simplicity.
Ι comment here οη the importance of this phenomenon for physics, and οη
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ßω possible reinforcement by other aspects of common reasoning (Viennot,
Ι988α, Ι992).

Understanding of the word bonstant'as 'characteristic of αη object'
One manifesation of functional reduction ßη sfudents' reasoning is α truncated
comprehension of statements implying the word 'consθnt'. Often such
statement§ convey α functional meaning, especially because they refer tο ηοη
evident independencies. Instead, they seem to be understood as if the ιτοτd
'constant' ιναs οηΙγ sγηοηγmοι§ of 'characteristic of αη object'. Then, οηΙγ
variables Þat miΦt affect the 'constant' are envisaged, ιvhile variables of
which the constant is independent, i.e. the interesýng one§, are ignored.
Resulk and further analysis can be found ßη Viennot (l9SS).

Undifferentiated notions
One of the findings very strikingly similar across different pieces of research
is the fact that common argumenκ put ßηω ρΙαγ undifferentiaωd notions, or,
ßη oÜιer words, mononotional reasoning, where the physicist would use
several concepts. Different physical quantiýes thus appear, ßη such arguments,
as different facets of the same notion. Saying ttιat tιryo or more physical
quantities Χ, Υ, ... are'combined'into anundifferenýated notion does not
imply αηγ hypothesis about ttιe genesis of the global noýon. It οηΙγ meal§,
ßη this papr, thaτ Χ and Υ are indifferently used ßη common staτements. It
also refers ω argumenk that express α systematic co-variation of Üιe
'component concepts Χ, Υ', for instance: 'Χ Ι - Υ Ι ', etc. Such αη
adherence ßη fact consθtutes α functional reduction since ατ Ιεαsτ τιιιο physical
quanýties are manipulated as α single one.
For instance, 'supplies' mentioned ßη þe preceding section can be

indifferently expressed ßη terms of 'force', 'motion', 'velocity', 'energy',
'impetus'... 'of the mass', οη Üιe one hand and 'force', 'velocity', 'height',
'power'...'of ýιe bump' οη Üιe other. Such quantiýes might be, ßη students
reasoning, οηΙγ different aspect§ of α kind of 'tonus'. Α similar combining
of physical quantities is cristallized ßη the expression 'Üιermal motion'. Asked
about the meaning of this expression, studenB use nearly indifferently the
ιvords'energy', 'velocity', 'disorder'. Collisions betrveen molecules arealso
mentioned. It appears (Rozier, Ι988; 199Ι) that mean speed of molecules and
mean distance betιryeen particles are ofΕn manipulated by studenδ as tιI/o
adherent notions, combined into the idea of thermal moýon: 'molecular
kinetic energy ßη α gas is larger ýιan ßη the corresponding liquid', as studenΒ
quasi unanimously say about tιvo phases yet at ýermodynamic equilibrium.
This νßειτ might be underlaid by that of α collecýve 'tonus': 'molecules need
more room ω move faster'.
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Another example is the very ιτεΙΙ Κηοιτη indifferentiation betιryeen currentand
voltage ßη electric circuits. Again, one might say that these tιryo words serve,
ßη common statement§, as indicators of τhε 'sτrengτh' of 'electricity' (Closset,
1983; Shipstone e.a., Ι988)

Considering these 'combined noÜons', one òαη envisage them from α causal
point of νßειτ: 'oause' and 'effect' seem not ω be differenÜated, with
sometimes α misundersωod 'effeot'. Thus force and velooity (instead of
acceleration), potential difference and current, electric field and current
(Viennot and Rainson, |992), density of charge and potenýal (Benseghir,
Ι989). This point of γßειτ is probably relevant ßη the case of 'heat and
temperature', one of ýιe most famous couples of undifferenýated concepts.

lWhen the 'effect' is α movement, the oausal content of the combined ηοÜοη
is especially manifest, as said before. Ιt is attesΕd, ßη particular, by the
situation-dependency of ιhis feafure of reasoning. Thus the 'supply of force'
ascribed ω α moving body is preferentially invented by students ßη situations
ιryhere α motion is salient and not easily explained by α ιτεΙΙ Κηοιτη interaction
force (gravity, push,..) (Viennot, 1979). This is ιvhat Guýerrez and Ogborn
(Ι992) call, after De Keer and Βτοιτη (Ι983), α 'mythical cause'. If οηΙγ daa
about forces are given, Üιe same students much less frequently use this
combined notion ßη ýιeir reasoning and often correctly associate force ιγßth
acceleration, ß.θ., ιryith different possible velocities (Viennot, 1979). This
asymmetry ινßth respect to the axis cause-effect can be inteφreted ßη different
ways (effectbetter analysed when not salient, or more frequent ηοη univocity
of the cause + effect Ιßηκ as compared to the effect -+ cause one), but ßη αηγ
case, it §eems to confirm ýιe validity of α causal inteφretation of the
observed amalgams.

Linear reasoning
Ιη fact, the trend torryards functional reduction extends much beyond the
preceding modalities. When considering multivariable problems, people often
give arguments that constitute linear chains of the τγρε: Φ, + (Dr+ Φ3* (ρη+

...., ιwhere each phenomenon Φ is specified ινßth οηΙγ one variable, or more
generally corresponds ω α single action. lη other ιvords, the links are of the

ψpe 'one cause ,+ one effect' described also for insθnce by GuÜerrez and
Ogborn (Ι992). One might say: 'one cause is enough for α given effect'. It
is ιryorth noÜng that this feafure of reasoning is observed even if oιher causes
have important contributions. Αη example at university level is the type of
comment given to explain the increase of pressure ßη αη adiabaýc compression
of α gas:
'Volume (ηΑ \ * particle density (η) l -* number of collisions Ι *
pressure ρ /'.
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Concerning pressure, it reflecω αη exclusive ΙßηΚ of this quantity with particle

density. The oÜιer relevant factor, namely τhe mean φeed of particles, is
τurice ignored. This constitutes α 'preferential association', here betιyeen
pre§sure and parÜcle density. It is very commonly observed. Reasoning ινßýι
such linear chains about multivariable problems leads to ad hoc arguments,

and to inconsistencies (Rozier and Viennot, Ι990): for instance one cannot

'explain' the Ιοιτ pressure ßη auitude by Üιe implication 'particle density (η)

|+ pressure ρ Ι', and α hot air balloon saying 'hot air τ particle density
(η) \ ' , without α contadiction concerning pressιrre inside ýιε hot air
balloon. Maurines (1936) also reports οη contradictions raiωd by this one-to-

one causal analysis.

Induced chronology and storyJike arguments
The status of arroιrys ßη the preceding outline given for linear arguments is
α very imφrtant question. These apparently logical connecýons ßη fact reveal
ω be loaded with α ¸mporal meaning: αη αττοιιν does not mean οηΙγ

'therefore', but also ºαΕτ'. The totally ambivalent ιvord 'ýιen' favours this

ambiguΙty betιryeen logical and α chronological levels (Rozier, Ι988). These

sωryJike argument§ contradict the accepted ýιeory of quasistatic phenomena,

ßη which several quantities change simultaneously under Üιe permanent

consftaint of certain relationships.
Αη example at university level, concerns isobaric heaÜng. Arguments

frequently have ýιe folloιving strucfure:
'Supply of heat * Τ Ι* ρ Ι* ν t '.
The αρρατeητ òοητταdßòýοη beτιτeeη τhe òτατemeητ 'ρ Ι ' and τlιe dατα:

'isobaric heating' disappears if the causal chain ßη fact is inteφreted with tινο
steps: first step ιVith volume kept constant, Üιen second step after þe piston

is released. This is indeed ιryhat some sfudents explicitely specifo.

Linear causal reasoning: somΘ consistent features
Rozier (l9SS) used the label 'linear causal reasoning' to designae α ιναγ of
reasoning shoιving Üιe tινο preceding aspect§: linear αη chronological. The

similarity of Φe corresponding arguments ιτßth stories is striking: simple
zuccessive events, which are more or less causally linked. This consistently
goes ινßth the fοΙΙοιγßηg features of reasoning:
Α ΙαòΚ of symmetry ßη arguments: Concerning one of the situaýons described

above, namely the adiabaýc compression of α gas, οηe òαη find þe argument
'ν \ * ρ Ι ' which seems quite acceptable at first sight. Iη the oýιer

situation, i.e., isobaric heating, α common comment is 'ρ - ν', ινhßΙε
reversing the above argument ιryould give 'ρ Ι- ν \ '. Ηοιν is it ýιat Üιis
last implication seems so suφrising? Also, ινhγ does the second implication
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seem so nafural despite the fact that it contradicω ýιe contravariaýon betιryeen

ρ and ν expressed ßη ýιe first one? This is probably because behind þε tιryo

first arguments, there are slories instead of relationships. If α relationship
such as 'ρν : Constant' was þe justificaýon adopted for ttιe first implication
'ν \ * Ρ ? ', the reversed implication ιτουΙd seem as nafural. More
probably, ýιere is α chronology and α parýcular story implied ßη each of the

easily accepΕd arguments: 'One reduces the volume of α gas by pushing οη
ßτ, Üιen pressιrre is increased' (first implication), or: 'one heats α φs Üιen
pressure is increased, then volume gets larger'. Which §ωry miφt ιτε
imagine for 'inErnal pressιrre is increased then volume decreases'?

Thus, chronology is the most important obstacle ω reversibility ßη
implications, and therefore, as said before, ω quasisatic analysis. Gutierrez
and Ogborn (L992) comment οη this ΙαòΚ of symmetry and use it ω inteφret
ωme circular arguments, rvhere αη increase ßη α quanýty òαη be seen as ßΒ
οιιη effect.

Driver et αl., (ibid, ρ. 1985) also describe another qrpe of ΙαòΚ of
sνmmetry, ιvhich bears οη the sense of variation of quantiýes: 'Pupils
appreciate the effect of αη increase ßη pressure of αη enclosed body of gas,

1,ει they have difficulty anticipating the effect of α reduction ßη pressure'. Iη
þßs case Üιe predominant aspect of linear causal reasoning is probably not
s] much chronology than taΚng into account α single cause - internal pressure
- instead of α balancing out bet\ryeen internal and external pressure. At higher
academic levels, this tyφ of obstacle is, ßη this particular case of compression
τrr expal§ion of α gas, of minor importance as compared wiýι that of αη

iτrluced chronology. But it is still present, and both linear and chronological
aspec§ of common reasoning Seem to reinforce each other ßη many cases,

es εcially ßη ιhe analysis of sΕady-state situations (see bεΙοιν).

Permanency: α forgotten case
UπJersιanding phenomena as successive, consistently leads to seeing them
ιs Emporary, or at least hinders α reasoning ßη terms of φrmanency. This
is irrteed what is observed ßη common reasoning. Steady states of desequili-
torium, such as that of α green-house or of α bolometer, often raise such
Ýι]mmεηts: 'more energy ge§ ßη than out, so the temperafure is higher'. Here
þε reasoning correctly takes into account tιιιο simultaneous flοιτs, but it is
implicitly focused οη the (previous?) phase of change ('heaÜng') and fails ω
εφΙαßη Þε §teady-sθte (permament high Emperature). What ιτουΙd result
trom unbalanced flοιτs of energy ßη the long term - αη explosion - is not
envisaged. This implicit focus οη α transient phase prevents one from
οιτηττοΙΙßηg the validity of the argument ινßth αη analysis of tlιe long term
εγοΙυτßοη of the sysΕm. We suggest to oompleΕ Driver's et al.'s staΕment
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'αη important αφεòt of childrens' causal reasoning is ýιat change requires αη
explanation' (ibid. ρ.l95) by Üιe folloιving: 'surprising steady sθtes are
commonly 'explained' by αη argument implicitely focused οη change'.

Spatiaß order: α support for linear causal reasoning
φite intentionally, most of the examples given above are not chosen among
physical situations sftongly determined by spatial order. The sequential
character of linear causal reaωning is αΙΙ the more sEiking, ιvhen, for
example, pressιrre and volume of the same body of gas, ßη the same vessel,
are sequenÜally coped ιyith. But if spatial order is salient ßη ýιe sifuation, the
sequential frend is αΙΙ the more important ßη students' reasoning. The most
famous example is the sequential reasoning ßη electric circuik (Closset, 1983;

Shipsωne, 1983). Α pioneer ιτοτΚ ßη this field is that of Fauconnet (Ι98 Ι),
who ßη particular very clearly shoιved the context-dependency of common
reasoning, about problems of the same maÜιemaýcal strucfure, and the
determining impact of α spatio-temporal content. Other examples are
available, for instance concerning ýιermal conducýon along α rod (Rozier,
1988) and hydrodynamics (Closset, Ι991).

Linear causal reasoning: αη extension across different domains of
knowledge and teachers.
Economy and ecosysΕms are among the numerous domains ßη ιryhich manifes-
tations of linear causal reasoning are very common. Α topic not developed
ßη this paper.
Aso Eachers contribute to to ýese ιναγs of reasoning, ßη α certain

'resonance' betιveen explanaýons commonly given and linear causal
reasoning. Iη many pieces ofresearch quoted above, αη analysis ofteachers'
ways of reasoning ßη the same domains is done. It appears ßη many cases
(mechanics, electric circuits, elementary thermodynamics, opýcs, etc) that
¸aohers and Extbooks often give the Same erroneous statemenΒ as the

students. Popularisation papers also participate ßη that kind of global
reinforcement of common \vays of reasoning οη the part of the informative
or teaching environment.
Α φint especially ιvorth noting has been made ßη particular by Closset

(1983): α given ιναγ of reasoning may seem to have disapφared ßη α

population of higher academic competency, because α typical erroneous
ατ§ιγετ ω α given question is not observed αηγ longer at this level (say: tινο
bulbs ßη α series circuit are ηοιτ said to light the same), Ιη fact, this is not

the case: the problematic situation ßη question is mastered, but α ηειτ question
sÜll unusual to ýιis group raises αηε\ν the same feature of reasoning (for
instance: tινο capacitors ßη series are said to be charged ßη different times,
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especially if their capaciýes are different). Α 'ΙοòαΙ' learning has occured,
but the deep-rooted feature of reasoning is still acting.

From the point of vieιv of ιvays of reasoning, transitions betιveen 'novices'
and 'experts' are very smooth (Viennot, 1988b).

Another fact is probably quite determining ßη sfudents' ιrnaιryareness about
the outcomes of α careless use of linear causal reasoning: when they ιγαηt ω
'make their students understand' using verbal explanaýons, teachers tend ω
use storyJike argument§. Αη example is given ßη Rozier and Viennot (199Ι):
although ιryritten by α very good physicist ινhο perfectly master§ the topic,
α text may be misinterpreted by sfudents because of α resonance betιryeen ßω
chronological connotation and ýιe students' trend loιryards linear causal
reasoning.

Common reasoning and common experlence

Τινο expressions areoften associated ßη research paper§: 'Students' ideas' and
'everyday experience', as if this correspondence \vas straightforιvard. It is
suggested that common ideas originate ßη everyday life, kinaesÜιesic and
sensorial experience. Certainly nobody òαη deny the importance of such
faotors ßη knoιvledge development. But one can easily find counterexamples
which show that such α ΙßηΚ is sometimes very unlikely, at least if it is
undersωod as α direct connecýon.

Fauconnet (Ι98Ι), for insθnce, brings about examples ßη ιvhich students'
personal experience about springs cannot directly account for Üιeir aι§\vers.
The same can be said about sequential reasoning ßη electricity. White and
Gunstone (|992, ρ.47) also give αη example of such αη apparent disconnec-
tion ßη 13-15 year old Australian sfudents: given equal volumes of ιJvater and
cooking οßΙ placed during the same time ßη ýe same beaker οη the same hot
plate, sfudents rarely predict that the οßΙ will have α greater temperature \Vhen

ιhε ιταtθτ is boiling. Their arguments tο support erroneous predictions do not
rely οη everyday experience.
It is not really suφrising, ßη fact, ιhat personal experience does not

necessarily 'speak directly' to sfudenΒ. Students' reluctance ßη admitting
'experimental evidence' has been described by many researchers (see, for
instance, Johsua and Dupin, Ι989; Driver e.a., 1985). Common ιναγs of
reasoning may screen 'everyday evidence' as well as 'experimental evidence'
that Eachers try to put into ρΙαγ. Most probably, ýιe more transversal the
ιναγ of reasoning at sθke, Üιe harder it is to accept the contradicýon of
'facts': α point to document furþer.
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Νο less probable, such general trends of ýιought are also rooEd ßη everyday
eηrrience, but Üιe ΙßηΚ is much less direct. They might be α resurgence of
the ιτhοΙε structure of our life, rvith event§ succeeding each oýιer, and
memories focused οη α single dominant feafure at α time.

The question of pedagogical goals

The research findings presented above may suggθst sφcific φdagogical
implicaÜorls. Given the need for aking into account student§' ways of
thinking, what more is learnt from the fact that transver§e aspect§ of common
reasoning are put ßη evidence? Does it suggest that we should face these

αφεòt§ as such ßη teaching? The preceding results throιv some light οη the
quesýon, but not yet much οη the αι§ιτετ. ΟηΙγ some remarks can be made.

Different levels of 'transversality' ßη teaching goals
The same erroneous common staΕment can be coped ινßth at different levels
ßη teaching, for instance: 'Collisions between molecules produce heat',
- αηγ atΕmpt to provoke α concepfual evolution about ýιis idea
- including these attempts ßη ινοτΚ about

. heat and tβmperature,

. macro-micro relationship
- discussing þe problem of sωady-staωs and divergence of unbalanced

flοιτs ßη the long term .

- 'If there is ηο more lens, the imnge is ηο more affected, ßτ goes onto τhε

wall vviτhout being reversed.'
- αηγ attempt to provoke α conceptual evolution about this idea
- work also οη ýιe idea that informaÜon may be invisible and diluωd ßη

φαòe.

Concepfual teaching goals of higher levels are rarely mentioned ßη syllabuses,
probabιy because τhey do ηοτ eαòßιγ coincide ιτßÜι α possibιe chapτer ßη α
textbook. Being transversal, ýιey seem to become invisible ßη official
instructions, as if the οηΙγ general teaching goals ιvorth mentioning, concern
attitudes and experimenal abilities.

¹igher level' refers, ßη the preceding paragraph, tο ýιe level of tansver-
sality. But such teaching goals may inΕrvene at Ιοιτ academic level, ιvith
very simple situaÜons. For instance, multivariable reasoning might be

inftoduced about tlιe area of α caφet, or about the volume of αη aquarium.

More research about Eaching-learning processes ßη this field ιτουΙd be very
useful.
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6. Concluding remarks

The role played by causal explanations ßη reasonings described above is
prevalent. Βγ the ιναγ, it is possible ω see causality ßη nearly every argument
given by sfudents. As shoιryn above, linear causal reasoning is α good
candidate to account for the observed comments. Ηοινενετ, some different
modalities ßη this very general ιναγ of reasoning can be tentatively suggested,
folloιving Rozier ( Ι988).

Sometimes, the focusing οη α real or invented object (ttιe heroe of α story)
goes with aτguments ßη ιvhich ýme plays αη explicit τοΙε. Often, then

φrojectile, bump οη α rope, electricity, ...), the analysis of variables is
simplified by combining several of Üιem ßη α single ill{efined ηοýοη,
ascribed ω the object. Then, saying that one of the facets is
increasing/decreasing (for irktance height of α bump) implies that another (for
instance velocity of the b»p) also increases/decreases. Such α covariation
does not imply αηγ shift ßη real or 'mythical' ýme: ßη this sense, causality
is not directly ßη ρΙαγ. Βγ contrast real time is ruling ttιe evolution of the
undifferentiated notion ßη space, with α very simple handling of causality
(give, ake, using υρ of α supply, ...).

At the other end of α continuum, Üιe 'heroe' is not globally ßη motion, and
is characωrized by several quantiÜes ινεΙΙ identified as different (for example
α mass of gas). The evolution of the object is then commonly commented
υφη through α linear causal analysis ßη ιvhich Üιe quanÜties or simple
phenomena are envisaged one by one, ßη causal chains implying, to various
extents, chronology (ινßth real or 'mythioal' ýme). Rozier (Ι988) suggest§
that ßη sfudents' explanations, the two types of complexity - spatio temporal
and multivariable analysis - each develop at ýιe expense of ýιe oýιer.

This is αη opporfunity ω come back οη ιhe more or less conjectural status
of ýιe type of description of studenω' reasoning that òαη be proposed. The
last remark, done by Rozier, is at such α disance from the 'experimental
facts' that ινε must indeed consider it as rather conjectural, ινhßΙε keeping α
vigilant eye οη the idea. Το ιvhich extent are the oιher ideas ßη this paper
'validaωd by the facts'? Certainly each idea is supporΕd by research findings.
But is each proposed idea the οηΙγ ιναγ of accounting for these research
resulω? Shall ιτε simply speak of funcÜonal reduction or assume the implicit
underlying idea ofan invented object? Shall ιτε see such and such covariation
as simply expressing ýιe simultaneous evoluýon of Þνο facets of this object,
or shall ιιve decide ýιat it is αη instanciaÜon of α causal scheme?

More globally, ιvhat size shall ιτε aim at for our 'synýιetic description',
'theory', etc, of studenΒ' reasoning ßη science? The pitfalls to avoid are, at
Üιe tιτο ends of α continuum, α 'not syntheýc at αΙΙ' descripýon, close to α
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catalogue of types of comments, οη the one hand, and such α general theory
ýιat it can be adapted to αηγ observed sfudent's series of comments or
actions, οη ýιe other hand. These tινο extreme cases have ßη common the

absence of αηγ risk. I suggest ιτε need to work ßη betιryeen these tιτο ends

with several sizes of description. It is ιryhat Ι have tried to do ßη this paper.
Ιη order ω αΙΙοιν α separate discussion of each 'brick' - α piece of research
refering to α chapter of physics, α paragraph about 'constant§', 'combined
noÜons', or 'animism', etc - and permit ýιe reader ω keep some 'middle-
sized descriptions' even if the more global one (linear causal reasoning ßη
Rozier's sense) is not agreed οη. This use of different formats of descripýon
are, Ι suggest, necθ§sary ω ensure Üιe best possible control concerning the

fruitfulness of our conjectures. This is also important, as shοινη above, ßο
help define teaching goals of different 'sizes', and ýιerefore to contribute tο

designing teaohing straΕgies.
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